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ABSTRACT

In this paper a review has been aade of the present status of

artificial rainaaking. Tha history of artificial rainaaking goes back

to 19^6 when Vincent Schaefer of USA discovered the general principles.

During tba last to years cloud seeding activities hare stirred tba

iaaglnation of scientists all over the world. If this could ba carried

out in an operational manner, mankind could have solved the problems

of drought walah threaten aany parts of the globe with famine.

However, though a lot of progress has been aade in cloud physics, an

operational rainaaking prograaae is yet far froa reality. In oone cases

seeding increases the rainfall whereas in other cases a decrease in

rainfall has been noticed. It would be necessary to approach the subject

aore thoroughly and systematically and while asking experiments on

rainmaking.a proper experimental design should be carried out so that

the results of such experiments coald be eTalmated scientifically.
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The earth's atmosphere always contains some amount of water vapour

which does not exceed 4Z of the total volume of the air. The amount of water

substance in a vertical air column is usually of the ordet of two to three

grams for square centimetre. At a given temperature a given mass of air has

a definite capacity for holding water vapour. If the temperature decreases,

the capacity of the air for holding the water vapour also decreases. In the

case of dry air the temperature decreases with height by about 1°C per 100 metres.

In the case of moist air, however, this value could be 1/2°C per hundred metre

rise. If air containing water vapour is forced to rise in the atmosphere as a

result of convection, orographic uplift or the large scale motions associated

with cyclonic storms, it will expand and the temperature of the air will

therefore fall and eventually it may fall to the point where the water vapour

contained in it is sufficient to saturate the air. Condensation of the water

vapour will take place if there is a further cooling of the air and consequently

cloud will form. Unsaturated air can be brought to saturation either by adding

water vapour or by cooling the air.

The condensation of water vapour in the atmosphere always occurs on

small particles called condensation nuclei which exist in air in varying

concentrations. These particles provide a centre around which the water vapour

may rapidly condense. Larger particles are more efficient in this respect than

the smaller ones and under the same environmental conditions those particles

that are soluble in water produce larger droplets than do insoluble particles.

Over land there are about 1000-100,000 particles in every cubic centimeter of

air and over ocean their numbers vary from 100-1000 per cc- Their sizes vary

from 10 cm to 10 in radius.

If the atmosphere were entirely free of foreign particles and ions

(condensation nuclei), air would have become supersaturated by a factor of

7 without being condensed. However, because of the presence of condensation

nuclei, water vapour may condense when the air is very slightly supersaturated

or even slightly undersaturated. A droplet of radius one ten-millionth of a

centimetre (10 cm) requires a supersaturation of 223% to persist while droplets

of radius greater than 10 cm require supersaturation of less than 1Z. There

are far more particles in the air than are needed as condensation nuclei in

clouds and as a result condensation always occurs on the larger particles.

A cloud which is not producing rain contains about 100 droplets in every cc

and the average radius of these droplets is 10 microns. But the rain producing

cloud consist of drops that are one millimetre in radius that is one thousand

microns. In order that these droplets develop into some of the rain drops, they

must increase in radius by one hundred times which corresponds to an increase

in volume by a million fold. The main difference between cloud and precipitation

in the particle size. How the cloud drop particles grow more than one million

times in size to form precipitation particles is the basic problem in cloud

physics.
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It has been observed that clouds at temperature considerably below

0°C consist of liquid drops rather than ice crystals. The reason is that the

process of ice formation whether by freezing of liquid drops or condensation

of vapour directly into ice crystals, also requires ntfcleation. The nuclei

of ice formation whether in the liquid or from the vapour take effect

considerably below 0°C. For water to freeze, molecules in the liquid state,

which are to a large degree in random positions, roust align themselves into

definite crystallographic positions appropriate to the ice lattice. Thus clouds

form ordinarily first as liquid drops even at temperatures of -15 C or lower.

When the temperature is sufficiently low, ice crystals occur and once they are

present in sufficient concentrations the entire cloud tends to be transformed

into ice crystals. The equilibrium vapour pressure over ice is less than that

our liquid water at temperature below 0 C and consequently ice crystals can

grow in an air unsaturated with respect to liquid water. For example at -20 C,

ice crystals grow if the humidity exceeds 82X, at -40°C if it exceeds 68X.

Theory of natural rain

i) Collision and Coalescence Process Those cloud droplets that grow

by condensation to a size which is somewhat larger than the average will fall

through a cloud with speeds greater than those of the smaller droplet. As a

result the larger droplets may collide and coalize with some of the smaller

droplets lying in their paths. In this way the larger droplets in a cloud tend

to increase in size fairly rapidly and on emerging from the base of the cloud may

be sufficiently large to reach the ground as raindrops without being evaporated

in the air. The production of rain drops in this way is known as collision and

coalescence process of rain formation. The larger drop in the air must exceed

some minimum size before this process can proceed at any significant rate.

It has been found that this critical size is about 20 micron in radius. Rain from

clouds with temperature greater than 0°C occurs due to this process and this

is frequently referred to as warm rain process. Apart from the condensation

nuclei and critical size, electric fields and electric charges also have

influence on coalescence. However, critical values of the parameters controlling

the rate of development of rain have not yet been determined.

ii) Bergerson-Findesen Process This process postulates that for the

formation of rain, a mixed cloud consisting of water drops and ice crystals

are necessary for the formation of rain. It is known that water vapour pressure

over ice is less than that over water for a given temperature. Hence if both

phases are present side by side in a cloud ice crystals grow at the expense of

supercooled drops because of the vapour pressure gradient between the drops and

ice crystals. This vapour pressure difference between the ice crystals and
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water drops is very much greater than the vapour pressure difference between water

drops and the environment. For example,at a temperature of -10 C, this is

greater by a factor of 100 and so the ice crystals take up by condensation so

much moisture that the droplets start to evaporate. Consequently they begin

soon to fall faster than the remaining cloud droplets and begin to collect these

all the way taking advantage of the vapour pressure difference.

Process (ii) may initiate process (i) and the two acting together can

readily lead to the formation of rain in subfreezing clouds. In clouds with

temperature greater than 0°C, process (i) could be alone the activating

process.

The fact that supercooled clouds are a common occurrence at temperatures

above -20°C with the implication that ice forming nuclei are deficient in the

atmosphere, the possibility arose that supply of artificial nuclei could induce

artificial rain.

Artificial rain making

Attempts to increase rain by lighting of fires, the firing of cannons,

production of electric discharges by kites, firing of guns and rockets, ringing

of church bells and by prayer have long been practiced by man from time imnemorial.

However, in recent times, methods are being practiced based on physical processes

of rain formation such as the fact that suitable cloud may be made to release

their precipitation by introducing artificial nuclei. The possibility of

extending this technique to produce economically increases of rainfall has

created a good deal of interest and lot of controversy. Modern rain making

experiments are based on three main assumptions:

i) That either the presence of ice crystals in a supercooled cloud is

necessary to release snow and rain by Bergeron-Findesen process or the presence

of comparatively large water droplets to initiate the collision and coalesence

process.

il) That some clouds precipitate Inefficiently or not at all because

these agents are naturally deficient.

iii) That this deficiency can be remedied by seeding the clouds artificially

with either solid carbon dioxide (dry ice) or silver iodide to produce ice

crystals or by introducing water droplets or large hygroscopic nuclei.

In general, the energy involved in influencing the amount of precipitation

by changing the atmospheric flow patterns which determines the amount of

moisture being fed into the system and control the cloud forming processes is

so large that it is not economically feasible to introduce similar amounts of

energy to alter them artificially. However, there appear to be circumstances

when small amounts of energy applied at the right time and place may produce

the desired result.

In 1946 Vincent Schaefer of General Electric Company while working

with clouds in a food freezer dry ice created several millions of ice crystal

embryos (ice nuclei) in a supercooled cloud of -40°C. Schaefer made the

first field trial on 13 November 1946 when 31b. of crusted dry ice were dropped

along a line of 3 miles along into an altocumulus deck whose temperature was

about -20°C by an aircraft. This and similar other experiments demonstrated

that large areas of supercooled stratiform cloud were converted into ice cloud

by seeding. Shortly afterwards Bernard Vonnegut found that silver iodide was

also an effective nucleating agent with a threshold of -4°C. One gram of

silver which can produce 10 numbers of nuclei by vapourizing an acetone

solution of silver iodide in a hot flame. Then started the history of artificial

rain making experiments. Dry ice has to be used for seeding from aeroplanes

and hence it is very costly. On the other hand, silver iodide could be sprayed

from the ground by using silver iodide generators. However, silver iodide

particles are subject to photolytic action in sunlight and its efficiency is

reduced to one tenth after half an hour of exposure. Silver iodide has arrange-

ments of molecules similar to that of ice in at least one crystallographic plane

and hence it serves as Ice nucleus.

Evaluation of seeding experiments

It has been established that artificial seeding of certain types of

clouds can modify their structure and in some cases can initiate and increase

precipitation. The primary goal in seeding experiments is to demonstrate that

an increase in precipitation has taken place as a result of the seeding over the

area under investigation. This must be done using standard statistical

techniques for convincing demonstration of success. In most of the early

experiments and operations by commercial firms rigourous standards of statistical

validity were not maintained. As a result even though there was demonstration

of positive indication of increase of rain as a result of these experiments

and operations, a definite statement could not be made. One of the difficulties

which contribute to this uncertainty is that the quantity of precipitation is

governed not only by the microphysics of individual clouds but also by the

dynamic processes involved in the large scale circulations. Question whether

the observed change was the direct and immediate consequence of the treatment

or would have occurred without it is difficult to answer, because the latter

quantity cannot be known. Hence it is necessary to turn ot statistical

procedure to evaluate the effects.
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It would be interesting to quote from the report of the Advisory

Committee for weather control appointed by the President of the United States

under an act of the Congress established in 1957: "The seeding of winter type

storm clouds in mountainous areas of the United States produced an average

increase in precipitation of 10 to 15 per cent from seeded storms with heavy

odds that this increases was not the result of natural variations of rainfall".

For types of precipitation other than winter orographic precipitation, no

significant effects were found, but it stated: "This does not mean that effects

may not have been produced". The greater variability of rainfall in non-

mountainous areas made the techniques less sensitive for picking up small

changes which might have occurred there than when applied to the mountainous

region".

The statistical criterion to be satisfied is that the experiment must be

randomized according to prescription laid down by R.A. Fisher in his design

of experiments. This requires that approximately one half of the situations

just suitable for seeding be left unseeded. Then whether an increase of

precipitation has taken place as a result of seeding has to be evaluated by

carrying out appropriate statistical test of significance.

The estimation of precipitation which would have fallen in the absence of

seeding is much harder than measuring the amount which did fall. Because

of the large variability of the amounts of precipitation from year to year,

climatological normals for comparisons cannot be used. Target-control area

regression is one of the predictive devices used for this purpose. In this

procedure an area near the target and otherwise resembling it as much as

possible in selected for comparison. It is assumed that natural variation of

prescription at the control area are closely similar to those at the target

area, so that the amount which would have fallen at the target in the absence

of seeding can be estimated from the precipitation which fell at the control area

during the period of seeding. It is further assumed that seeding does not

spread into the control area to contaminate it. A regression equation of this

form is established

fl

where

Y. is the target area precipitation in pd i

X. is the control area precipatation in pd i

E, is the random error, a,p are parameters to be determined from the model.

To utilize the regression technique, records of precipitation for target

and control areas are required for long periods, in order to establish the

correlation between them. The statistical analysis assumes that the precipitation
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amounts in the two areas are drawn from stationary and normally distributed

time series. Actually precipitation data satisfy neither of these

characteristics. To correct departure from normal distribution, transformation

of variable like taking logarithm of the square root of the precipitation

amounts are made. The transformation to the normality of the variables

enables the required test of significance to be made.

Evaluation of results

In the following evaluation of the results of those cloud seeding

experiments will be made which met the requirement of statistical testing.

i) Neyraan and Scott in 1968 observed that of the early 23 experiments

which met the statistical designs and adequate duration to produce significant

results, only six definitely indicated larger amounts of precipitation when

seeding took place than would have occurred in its absence, seven showed

increases according to some methods of analysis on for some parts of the target

and remaining ten experiments showed statistically significant decreases in

precipitation.

An evaluation of the 18 commercial seeding operations made by a panel of

the US National Academy of Sciences showed that increases of 5 to 572 in 17 of them

occurred and in one of them resulted in no increase. From these data and other

evidence, the panel concluded "Despite the impossibility of rigorous quantitative

evaluation of all these operational results, when taken together and supported

by tentative results of some experimental projects, they appear to us to suggest

that precipitation of the order o 10Z may be stimulated under certain

metorological conditions, by silver iodide seeding".

1. AUSTRALIA EXPERIMENT

Experiments were conducted in which a few pounds of dry ice crushed

into pellets of about 1/2 in diameter were dropped into supercooled cumulus

cloud whose summit is colder than -7°C and the depth of the supercooled region

exceeds about 4000 ft. From the results of more than 100 experiments performed

in Australia under the above conditions during 1947-51 the following results

were concluded:

(1) With cloud summit temperatures of -7°C and colder, there is a 1001 chance of

producing precipitation. At temperatures between -7 and 0 C, the chances of

success fall off progressively tending to 0 at 0°C. At temperatures of -15°C

and below the results lose their significance because the clouds have a high

probability of raining naturally.
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(2) The time at which precipitation appears at cloud base depends mainly

on the thickness of the cloud; there is a gestation period of about 10 minute

with an additional time of about 1 minute for every 800 ft of cloud.
(3) The intensity of the precipitation from the cloud increases with

increasing cloud thickness.

(4) A considerable fraction of the precipitaion will reach the ground if the

height of the cloud base is less than the cloud thickness.

(5) However, the sumnit temperature and the cloud depth cannot be the only

factors which determine the chances of successful seeding. Strengths and

duration of the updraughts controlled by the convective process must also be

responsible for precipitation- In an Australian experiment conducted in the

mid 1950's supercooled cumulus with summit temperatures ranging from -2.5

to -16°C and depths ranging from 4000 to 17000 ft were seeded with about lOg

(ID1* nuclei effective at -10°C) of Agl from an aircraft flying through the

upper levels of the cloud on just below the cloud base. Of those clouds which

had summit temperatures below -5°C, 72X precipitated within 20-25 minute of

seeding, 212 evaporated and IX showed no discernible effects, but rigorous

statistical tests did not show any clear cut result.

II. TASHANIA EXPERIMENT

The experiment was conducted over the six-year period 1964-70, but seeding

was carried out on even dated years to minimize the carry over of seeding effects

from one year to the next. The experimental years were divided into periods of

12 days and consecutive periods were arranged in pairs, one member of each pair

being selected for seeding at random, the other being used as an unseeded

control period. The target area of about 1000 mile located on a plateau

2500-3000 ft above sea level, in the centre of Tasmania, seeding took place only

when clouds were just suitable, i.e. if their tops were colder than -5°C and

only when cloud depth exceeded half of the terrain clearance. After thorough

statistical testing, in the case of Tasmania experiment, the evidence did not

provide a strong support for a positive seeding effect.

III. U.S. EXPERIMENT

(i) Project cirrus

Soon after the discovery by Schaefer that cloud seeding causes the

transformation of cloud made of supercooled water drops into a cloud of ice

crystals, the project cirrus started In 1947 and continued for twenty-five

years as a military project of cloud seeding.
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During all these years over 180 aircraft experiments and 84 ground

experiments were conducted from Puerto Rico to Honduras to Hawaii and in some
dozen states of U.S. in between. A thorough analysis of the results shows

earlier convictions on the degree to which rainfall could be irereased by closed

seeding, were rather overoptimistic.

(ii) Project whitetop

This project was conducted in 1960-64 by the cloud physics laboratory

of the University of Chicago, using Agl for seeding spreading over a circular

research area of 60 miles in radius in the State of Missouri. After meeting

all the statistical requirements, it was concluded that there was a significant

decrease in the precipitation on seeded days as opposed to unseeded days both

in the Missouri plume and in the Chicago plume amounting to 60% and 40Z

respectively. The evidence appeared conclusive that in the conditions of the

whitetop experiment, seeding produces decreases rather than increases.

(iii) FACE: The Florida area cumulus experiment

(FACE) was a two stage programme to investigate the potential of seeding

for dynamic effects of enhancing convective rainfall in a fixed target area in

south Florida, The first phase (FACE-1) was conducted over 1970-1976 and the 2nd

confirmatory stage was conducted in 1978-80. FACE-1 showed that deeper

consecutive cells produce more rain and that larger rain volumes precipitated

by deeper convective cells are due to the larger area, longer rain duration and

stronger rates of these cells. Though encouraging results were obtained, it is

questionable, because of the low accuracy of rainfall measurements done by

using radar, whether seeding produced any actual increase in the rainfall.

Hence it could be concluded that significant difference between area wide

rainfall on seeded and unseeded days during FACE was due to natural variability

rather than to seeding and also draws attention to the dominating effect on

the statisics of fw "outlier" days of heavy rainfall.

FACE-2 results showed that effect of seeding appears to be strongest for

cells treated early in their life cycle with a substantial amount of Agl

(more than 600 g). Seeding effects of 22/S increases in cell heights and over

100% increases in cell rain volume significant at 21Z and 0.6;,respectively.

The study was carried out by following each cloud cell individually by radar

throughout its lifetime and 2369 convective cells over land in the north-west

quadrant of the radar were studied, of which 2069 cells were found to be

untreated and 300 cells were treated. However, results showed that positive

effects produced by seeding on the Agl treated cells may have resulted in a

compensating negative effect on the smaller untreated clouds forming in the

vicinity of these treated cells.
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(iv) ISRAEL EXPERIMENT

The Israel experiment was initially carried out from 1961-67 and

following the encouraging results, another experiment was carried out in 1969-75.

The total target area taken was 3775 sq km sub-divided into eight sub-areas,

covering much of the northern Israel including most of lake Kinneret

catchment. The rainfall was measured by 55 rain gauge read daily. A control area

lying to the west and upwind of the target area between it and the Mediterranean

coastline contained 25 rain gauges. The correlation coefficient between the

historical values of the rainfall in the complete target and control areas was

about .9. The experiment was carried out according to randomization criterion.

The cloud base temperature was typically -5 to -8°C with tops extending

frequently to the -15 to -20°C levels. Aircraft seeding with similar iodide

at cloud base level along a north-south line located some 35 km west of the centre

of the target area and was supplemented in the eastern part of the target by

ground generations located on the windward side of the hills. The effects of

seeding were judged by comparing the average daily rainfalls in the target

and control areas on both seeded and unseeded days selected at random in terms

of the double ratio, its standard error and Its statistical level of significance.

The statistical results provide convincing evidence for positive effects of

seeding showing precipitation increase of 13% in the target area as a whole

and 18Z in the smaller catchment are a significant at 2.8Z and 1.7Z level

respectively. The experiment was conducted over 388 days, quite a large sample

compared with others.

decrease of rainfall has been noticed as a result of seeding. However, cloud

seeding activities have stirred the imagination of scientists all the world over

and a great deal of progress has been made in cloud physics. However, in

order that rain making experiments become operational, it would be necessary to

approach the subject more thoroughly and systematically to find out why in

some cases produces some increase in rainfall while in others either it produces

decrease or no increase at all.
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CONCLUSION

Since the discovery of seeding effect, numerous cloud seeding

experiments have been carried out over the last four decades in different parts

of the globe with a view to increase rainfall by seeding clouds with solid ice

on silver iodide. But with the exception of Israel experiment, there is little

convincing evidence that seeding clouds with artificial nuclei Induce

economically significant increases in precipitation that can be distinguished

from natural variation of rainfall. Though many cloud seeding operations

in the beginning were not designed as scientific experiments and hence proper

evaluation was not possible. However, in recent years, a number of long term

national experiments have been conducted based on statistical designs

incorporating randomization between target and control areas and seeded and

unseeded periods under the supervision of reputable scientists experienced in

the field of cloud physics and cloud seeding. In some cases a consistent
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